Phase 4 – Filling Up Your Pack (Part II)

Companions

1. Who is taking this journey with you because of their essential role in your life (such as a spouse,
significant other, or children), and what do you anticipate it will be like to journey with them
through this?

2. What conversations, if any, might you need to have with these people in your life about this
invitation? List below any decisions, topics, questions, concerns, or enthusiasms you anticipate
will be part of these conversations.

3. Who will companion you on this path because their company or expertise is invaluable to you?

4. What other resources (books, prayers, artwork, etc.) could be guides or sources of support for
you in this new journey you face?

5. What additional forms of companionship for this journey do you desire but not yet have?

6. How might you articulate a prayer to God for that desire right now?

Tools and Accessories

1. If you encounter some unexpected hazard along the way, what can help you tend to any injuries
and recover, as though accessing a first aid kit?

2. What can you incorporate into your life to help you keep a steady pace on this journey, much
like a walking stick helps a hiker keep pace on the road?

3. Is there some creative way you find yourself drawn to chronicle the journey much as a traveler
might use a camera or journal?

Bonus Exercise
What Goes In Your Pack?
We've explored quite a bit of the interior and preparatory terrain for this pending journey, and
hopefully you have a keener sense of the road before you and how you'd like to step into its path.
In the next phase, you'll be invited to consider what those first few steps might look like for you.
But first, as a fun extra treat for this process, you'll find a list below of actual supplies a
traveler might take with them on an extended expedition. You're invited to circle the items you’d
like to include in your own pack for this journey.
Allow the responses you've offered to the questions so far to serve as guides for the
particular supplies and tools you select below. Feel the freedom to let intuition be your guide in the
selections you make. Although you don’t have to know what each item symbolizes for your journey,
you're welcome to explore those truths for yourself.
Above all, have fun with this exercise! The roads we take in our formation can be long and
laced with mystery. The whimsy of this exercise can provide a needed release from the tension of
anticipation you may be carrying in your bones.

Compass
GPS
Star map
Layers
Sunglasses

Map
Sundial
Guidebook
Windbreaker
Rain gear

Astrolabe
Lunar calendar
Hiking shoes
Hat
Tank top

Snowsuit
Sleeping bag
Currency
Dehydrated food
Water bottle
Walking stick
Sunscreen
Books
Phone

Tent
Blankets
Water
Cooking range
Water Purifier
Knife
Lantern
Journey
Watch

Pillow
Lodging reservations
Snacks
Pots/pans
Energy drinks
First aid kit
Rope
Camera
Granola bars

Drawing Activity for Children: You might ask your child/children "Besides food and clothes, what
else would you take on a long trip? Who else would you want to go with you"

